Design a Softie
Design a Body :: using a whole sheet of paper,
choose a body style and draw the pattern. Make sure to
cut 2 of each for a front & a back.

Legs & Arms :: draw out your arms and legs.
Make sure to cut two of each.

Design a Face :: make sure your eyes, mouth and nose will

fit on your softie’s face. For each facial feature you can choose to sew
these on by hand, cut them out of felt/fabric or a combination of
both.

Ears :: draw out your ears and make sure they will fit

on your softie’s head. Make sure to cut two of each.
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Wings :: draw out your wings and make sure they will
fit on your softie’s body. Make sure to cut two of each.

Build a Softie
Materials List
cotton fabric scraps
felt scraps
cotton pearl embroidery floss
sewing machine & thread
pins
stuffing
chenille #22 needle

Directions
To cut: When you cut, make sure to cut a little larger than your pattern to
leave room for the seam allowance.

Cut out a front and a back body for your softie.
Cut out 4 arms and 4 legs (a front/back for each)
Cut out 4 ears and 4 wings

For the face:
Option one: Use embroidery thread to sew on the eyes, mouth
and nose with a backstitch.
Option two: Cut the eyes, mouth and nose out of felt and use a
whipstitch to sew these onto the face.
For each arm, leg, ear and wing - match right sides together
and sew with the machine leaving the top side open (the
straight side). After sewing, turn your arm, leg or wing right
side out.
Pin your arms, legs, ears and wings onto
the front of your softie with the arms, legs,
ears and wings facing the inside (opposite
the way they would naturally go).

Lay the back of your softie on top (making
a sandwich with the arms & legs in the
middle). Starting on the side, carefully use
the sewing machine to sew all around the
body of your softie and leave a 2 inch hole

Use some ric rac or ribbon to make the division between the
head and the body of your softie. Sew this on with a zig zag
stitch using the sewing machine.

Turn your softie right side out and fill with
stuffing.
Sew up the hole with a whipstitch and
give your new little friend a big hug!

